The prevalence of social media applications is generating potentially large personal archives of posts, tweets, and other communications. The existence of these archives creates a need for search tools, which can be seen as an extension of current desktop search services. Little is currently known about the best search techniques for personal archives of social data, because of the difficulty of creating test collections. In this paper, we describe how test collections for personal social data can be created by using games to collect queries. We then compare a range of retrieval models that exploit the semi-structured nature of social data. Our results show that a mixture of language models with field distribution estimation can be effective for this type of data, with certain fields, such as the name of the poster, being particularly important. We also analyze the properties of the queries that were generated by users with two versions of the games.
INTRODUCTION
The growing popularity of social media applications such as Facebook, Twitter and Google+ has generated huge archives of potentially useful information. From an individual's point of view, these social media services provide frequent updates, and considerable personal archives of posts, tweets, and other communications can accumulate. The existence Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. WSDM '12, February 8-12, 2012 of these personal archives creates a potential search problem that is not addressed by global search mechanisms such as Twitter search 1 and Facebook search 2 . In this paper, we focus on studying the personal search tools that can be viewed as an extension of current desktop search services.
Research on desktop search has focused on the problems of developing test collections [6] , retrieval models, and evaluation methods. Despite this research, results are currently only known for more "conventional" document types such as email or office documents; information about search techniques for personal social archives is quite limited. To understand this new type of personal search, we explore and evaluate a range of search techniques on test collections created using personal archives from social applications. In particular, we focus on the task of known-item search on personal social archives, as known-item queries are the most frequent type of request in a desktop environment [5] . Moreover, according to Teevan et al [15] , people have reported that attempting to re-find previously encountered information with global Twitter archives usually ended in failure, showing that this is both a real and difficult problem.
Another property of social media data is the rich set of fields associated with the content, which is usually presented in the form of semi-structured documents. Exploiting this structure can be helpful for improving retrieval performance as well as understanding field characteristics. Several fieldbased retrieval techniques [12] [13] [6] have been proposed to deal with semi-structured text for typical desktop data. The common principle among these approaches is to estimate the weights representing the query intent over structural components for query terms. Specifically, the probabilistic retrieval model for semi-structured data (PRMS) [6] has reported effectiveness improvements based on per-term weight estimation. However, little is known about suitable retrieval models for social media data, which has some significant differences such as document length compared to typical desktop data.
In this paper, we propose a method for building test collections from personal social media data. We collect personal archives from Facebook or Twitter as the document collections. Two types of human computation games, DocTrack [7] and MemRecap, are proposed for collecting knownitem queries from real users. Based on the test collections, we are able to compare a range of retrieval models that exploit the semi-structured nature of social data. Our results show that a mixture of language models with field distribution estimation can be effective for this type of data.
To better understand our data, we analyze the properties of the queries as well as the associated field distribution information. In sum, we find that (1.) the queries collected using the MemRecap game could potentially be more realistic. (2.) Further analysis of field importance indicates that certain fields, such as the name of the poster, can be particularly important for retrieval. (3.) There is a high correlation between manual-specified query fields and fields estimated using field distribution models, which can be the key to better retrieval performance.
In the rest of the paper, we first introduce related work in Section 2 and detail the approach to building test collections in Section 3. The retrieval models studied are described in Section 4. Sections 5 and 6 respectively analyze the query set and the field information. In section 7, we show retrieval performance using different approaches, and conclude the paper in Section 8.
RELATED WORK
The task of searching personal social media collections is related to a number of research areas including building test collections, semi-structured document retrieval, known-item search, desktop search, and microblog search.
The difficulty of evaluating search on personal social data results from the lack of available test collections. Human computation games [8, 7] suggest a way of collecting queries based on an interaction that involves asking users to search in response to displayed documents. We extend the DocTrack game [7] by enabling users to manually specify field information. We further propose another type of game, MemRecap, as an attempt to obtain realistic queries in the absence of real query logs.
Social media data is usually described with a rich set of fields in the form of semi-structured documents. Previous work [6, 9, 12, 13] has explored modeling field importance for retrieval, as associating words with fields can be viewed as a hidden process in query formulation. Kim et al. [6] proposed a probabilistic retrieval model based on collection statistics. We explore several new ways to estimate field weights, as well as the feasibility of interpolating various language models based on a series of field distribution estimations.
Searching personal archives including email and documents on desktop machines has been studied to some extent [9, 18, 3, 4] , and is usually modeled as a task of known-item search [5] . The accumulation of personal social data can be viewed as a new type of collection on the desktop; however, little is currently known about the best search techniques for this type of data. The emergence of new tools such as Greplin 3 has provided web services for personal search engines.
Our work is related to microblog search such as the official Twitter Search which globally retrieves documents (tweets) from the entire collection. However, the focus of Twitter Search is not on individuals or personal archives and documents may often be ranked based solely on time [2] . Other aspects of searching Twitter have been explored, including event detection [14] [17], locating topics of interest [10] [19] , and mining opinions [16] . Facebook search emphasizes social relationships, and provides search based mainly on people or organizations. Our research, while using data collected from Twitter and Facebook, differs from the previous work in that we focus on searching personal archives.
BUILDING PERSONAL SOCIAL MEDIA COLLECTIONS
In this section, we detail the steps taken to build personal social media collections, which include documents, queries, and relevance judgments. A personal document collection contains a set of documents that an individual could have seen previously by using social media applications. In practice, we assume the possible set of viewed documents for a user is composed of his own postings as well as all other postings of his friends from either Facebook or Twitter. For each personal document collection, we also collect two types of known-item queries, QDT and QMR, based on the human computation games DocTrack and MemRecap. Figure 1 provides a high level overview of a personal social media collection.
Document Collection -Facebook
To collect the set of documents that a user may have viewed, we obtained authorization to gather the postings related to a set of users and their friends within a period of time 4 using the Graph API 5 supported by Facebook. We store each posting as a XML file, which is regarded as a document in the collection. Table 1 shows the total number of documents collected for each of the 5 individuals involved in our experiments.
Facebook data is rich both in terms of the various types of postings as well as XML fields. The most common types are "status", "link", "photo" and "video". The XML fields contain nested information over a collection of sources. Given that our focus is on conducting known-item search on the social media collections, we flatten the field structure and keep only the more informative and interesting content. Specifically, we merge some of the fields and in total use 14 singlelayered fields including uname (usernames of the posters 
Document Collection -Twitter
Similar to Facebook, we construct a personal document collection for Twitter by gathering postings of a set of individuals together with postings from the people they follow. We have collected 5 personal collections from Twitter. The statistics are shown in Table 1 .
Again, we discard XML field information such as "the background color of a user profile" that is unlikely to be used in a query by users. In total, we keep 11 flattened singlelayered fields consisting of text (main body of tweet text), uname (usernames of poster), replyname (usernames of people being replied), src (source of media used for tweeting such as smart phones or web), time (post created time), link (links that may appear any place in the post), re-text (main body of retweeted text), re-uname (usernames of poster being retweeted), re-replyname, re-src, and re-time.
Query Set -DocTrack
To complete the test collections for known-item search, test queries along with the corresponding relevance judgments are required. The task can be done with human computation games that reduce the cost of collecting data as well as providing higher motivation for users' participation. The DocTrack game proposed by Kim et al [7] functions by first showing two documents to users within a limited period of time, and asking them to randomly search one of the documents by typing in a query. Following [7] , the search system was implemented using Apache Lucene 6 which differs from the retrieval models in Section 4 and avoids biased results towards certain models. Users can refine their queries for about 3 times if they cannot find the target documents. DocTrack simulates the situation that a user has seen a document before, and tries to recall it later. The randomness of choosing one of the two documents is designed to make it more difficult for users to formulate queries. Following this procedure, pairs of DocTrack query and target documents {(QDT , DT )} can be collected. For a known-item query, the relevance judgments are also provided by the association between each pair of (QDT , DT ). Figure 2 illustrates the flow chart of the DocTrack game.
Occasionally, users remember information such as "the person who wrote a message" or "the time when a posting was posted". We assume that this type of structural information could potentially help retrieve target documents. We therefore extended the DocTrack interface by allowing users to specify fields from which a query term comes during the process of typing queries. For example, given a query "Jessica basketball game", we provide an optional method for users to specify a structured query as "Jessica.user basketball.message game.message".
Query Set -MemRecap
Despite the effectiveness of DocTrack as demonstrated in previous research [7] , the queries QDT can still be different from real queries that can only be gathered via a real search log system on personal collections. Moreover, we found some potential improvements that can be made for the DocTrack game. The time restriction on reading documents is different from a typical scenario of reading social media postings on the web. In addition, as DocTrack requires users to search the target document after reading, the search algorithm could potentially affect how users formulate queries. Also, we follow the original design of DocTrack game in [7] that all the query terms should be exactly matched with the terms in documents. That is, in order to retrieve the target documents, users need to formulate queries using words that are 100% from the target documents.
In an attempt to produce more realistic queries, we designed the second game, MemRecap, as illustrated in Figure 3 . MemRecap takes the same set of target documents {DT } previously collected by DocTrack as input. During each round of MemRecap, users are asked to read as many d ∈ {DT } as they want without time limitation, under the constraint that users are confident of memorizing all of them. The set of documents read is denoted as D . After users finish reading, they are directed to another page where the contents of the documents are no longer available and where they can type queries for D . As users may have read quite a few documents in each round, we provide users with hints which help them correctly remember the documents. In particular, we show the profile pictures of people involved in each document to the users, which could strike a balance of providing hints as well as keeping the words in the document hidden. Users can start another round of reading documents after they finish formulating queries, and the process repeats until there is no more d ∈ {DT } unspecified.
MemRecap gathers a new set of queries {QMR} based on the target documents DT previously collected by DocTrack. This makes us possible to compare the queries {QDT } and {QMR} that share the same source document. Moreover, MemRecap makes modifications based on DocTrack by removing the time constraint and the search requirement. Also, MemRecap provides a free-text interface for users to type their queries. In such case, users are not required to formulate queries using only the words from target documents, which can be realistic in some cases where users have vague memories.
For MemRecap, we do not collect field information as in the DocTrack game. As users can choose as many documents to read as they want, it could be difficult for them to accurately remember which field a query word should belong to, as opposed to the two documents in DocTrack. The average number of documents that users read in each around is four.
RETRIEVAL MODELS
Social media documents contain richer field information and fewer words than typical documents. In this section, we propose several retrieval methods that could potentially be suited to the search task. We denote Q = {q1, q2, . . . , qn} as a query sample from either QDT or QMR, and use f = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} to represent the fields of a document. Further, F = {F1, F2, . . . , Fm} denotes the fields from the perspective of collections; that is, each Fj is composed of fj across all the documents in the collections.
Query likelihood model (QLM)
We use the well-known query likelihood model as a baseline for retrieval, which ranks documents according to the probability of generating a term qi from a document d.
Proximity model (Prox)
A proximity model helps identify phrases by emphasizing words appearing within a pre-defined window 7 . The Prox model helps to test the assumption that query terms are likely to appear in close proximity to one another in relevant documents, and is formulated as:
Field specific model (FSM)
The correct association of a query term with its source field could potentially help retrieval performance. Given information about the association (qi, fj), we can retrieve documents by taking into account only the appearance of query term qi in a certain field fj as:
The window size is 8 in our experiments.
Specifically, the probability PQL(qi|fj, d) is calculated by dividing the number of times qi appearing in fj by the length of entire document. In our experiments, FSM is only used for the QDT queries as we collect field information using the DocTrack game.
Field distribution model (FDM)
Since the correct association of words and fields is not always available, an alternative that estimates field weights for semi-structured documents has been shown to be effective in previous research [6, 9, 12, 13] . In this approach, a set of weights w = {w1, w2, . . . , wm} over a set of fields f = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} is estimated for each of query term qi; that is, a probability distribution over the fields is estimated for each qi. Mathematically, the family of FMD models can be formulated as:
In the following sections, we describe an existing weight estimation technique as well as several proposed estimators. Alternatives exist for the calculation of PQL(qi|fj, d): to divide the number of times qi in fj by the length of field fj or by the length of entire document d. Finally, we combine together all of the FDM models.
Probabilistic Retrieval Model for Semi-structured Data (PRMS)
The PRMS model proposed by Kim et al [6] estimates field importance based on statistical information from document collections. Kim et al [6] reported improvements in effectiveness for PRMS compared to several other field-based retrieval methods [12, 13] . The PRMS model computes a weight as follows:
F j ∈F PM (qi|Fj)PM (Fj) Specifically, the weight wij corresponds to a posterior probability P (Fj|qi) that calculates the probability of mapping a query term qi to a field Fj. The PRMS model focuses on the term distribution in each field by considering the probability PM (qi|Fj) that measures how many times a qi is included in a Fj. PM (Fj) is a prior representing how much belief one has in the field Fj, and is uniformly set according to Kim et al. PRMS calculates the PQL(qi|fj, d) by division by the length of field fj. For comparison, we add a variation of PRMS using the division by the entire document length, and denote this variation as FDMprms. Except for PRMS, we adopt the definition of division by the entire document length thorough the paper.
Probabilistic Model using All Fields
In contrast to PRMS, we can also use the term distribution over all fields, with the advantage of estimating field importance according to the entire collection. In particular, we calculate the probability, P (qi ∈ Fj|qi ∈ F ), that measures how likely a term qi belongs to a field Fj compared to all other fields F in the collection. P (qi ∈ Fj|qi ∈ F ) can be efficiently calculated based on the number of times qi appears in each Fj. wij can be computed accordingly by normalizing over all possible fields for a qi. 
Probabilistic Model using Field Size (FDMFsize)
We further study the feasibility of using the size of fields as an indicator for weight estimation. We assume that the more words a field contains, the more likely it is that a query term belongs to that field. We also normalize the weight by Z:
Probabilistic Model on Field Prior (FDMFprior)
Different characteristics of the fields make them not equally important for search. We can incorporate prior knowledge concerning the effectiveness of different fields in the retrieval process. The P rior(Fj) can be viewed a function for estimating how much belief one has for a certain field, and can be estimated in various ways. In Section 6.2, we show the estimation of P rior(Fj) based directly on retrieval effectiveness. Correct field importance estimation can be challenging. To this end, we incorporate together all of the FDM with each as a basic indicator, where the aim is to potentially combine the advantages and reduce the disadvantages of each of the models. We linearly combine the confidence over the fields by specifying a set of parameters Γ = {γ k } to each FDM. Mathematically, wij is estimated as,
where w k ij corresponds to the estimation of the k th FDM. In total, we use the models FDMprms, FDM AllF , FDMFsize, and FDMFprior, and Γ = {γ k } are uniformly distributed without prior knowledge.
Mixture of language models
A linear interpolation of individual retrieval models helps estimate the overall joint conditional probability based on several conditional probabilities. Accordingly, we combine QLM, field-related models(FSM/FDM) and Prox models using either two (MixLM2) or three (MixLM3) of them.
Mix LM2 linearly combines QLM with FSM, Prox, or FDMmix models, which rank documents in proportion to the interpolated probabilities. λ ∈ [0, 1] is a free parameter specifying the importance for each model, and is cross-validated and set to 0.8 in this paper, which is consistent with [1] .
Mix LM3 further combines 3 types of language models together. λQ, λF and λP are parameters controlling the weights of different models, with the sum of them equal to 1. λQ, λF and λP are empirically set to 0.8, 0.1 and 0.1, which is consistent with [11] in a sense that QLM is most highly weighted.
QLM+FSM+Prox:
ANALYSIS ON DOCTRACK AND MEM-RECAP QUERY SETS
In this section, we compare the two types of test queries, QDT and QMR, from statistical and retrieval effectiveness perspectives. Our finding suggests that the QMR queries can potentially be regarded as more similar to real queries than QDT queries in our environment.
Query length distribution
We first examine the distributions of query lengths for the DocTrack and MemRecap queries. Figure 4(a)(b) show the percentage of queries of different lengths for QDT and QMR in Facebook collections. It can be observed that there is around 10% of QDT queries with length 1, compared to 0% in QMR. When users are formulating QDT queries, it is more likely for them to randomly pick a word to remember as a result of time limitations on reading documents. In this case, the intention of users, according to the design of the DocTrack game, is to find the target document rather than to recall something that they have seen in the past. Another reason for the one-word queries in DocTrack is because users tend to refine the query by downsizing and dropping query words if they could not retrieve the target documents; this may imply the querying behavior is influenced by the search system in DocTrack.
For QMR, users formulate their queries using at least two words. The time restriction of DocTrack also makes the query length of QDT (average 2.68) shorter than QMR (average 3.69). Similarly, we find that 45% of DocTrack queries have query length 2, while query lengths of 3 (29%) and 4 (31%) are more common in MemRecap queries. For example, "pic" and "pic being tan" are the DocTrack and MemRecap queries for the same target document.
Moreover, a small portion of DocTrack queries (3% averagely) were very long because users could randomly memorize a sentence under the pressure of limited time, which can be unrealistic. For example, "not getting enough sleep is bad" and "lecture sleeping" are the DocTrack and MemRecap queries for the same target document. For the case of MemRecap queries, long queries of length 6 or 7 are mainly composed of "uname" together with several other words describing the content of "msg". One example of long queries in QMR is "bon jovi suffer olympic stadium finland".
Similarly, Figures 4(c)(d) show the distribution of query lengths for QDT and QMR in the Twitter collections. The length of the majority of QMR queries is one word longer than QDT queries. It can also be observed that, comparing queries across Facebook and Twitter, queries for Facebook are usually longer as a result of postings having more information in Facebook archives.
Term overlap rate
We examined the rate of exact matches between query and document words in Figure 5 . According to the design of DocTrack game, there is 100% term overlap rate in all cases, while there is about 20% of query words in QMR that are not included in DT . We believe both types of queries can be useful for testing the effectiveness of our retrieval algorithms. QDT can represent the case that users have sharp memories about the known documents, whereas QMR provides some degree of uncertainty to represent the case where users could have vague memories. Also, we examine the non-matched words of QMR and find that reasons such as misspelling, different verb tenses, synonyms, or simply errors can account for much of the 20% mismatch.
From Figure 5 , we can see that the term overlap rate of QMR is higher for Twitter collections. This is because the length of Twitter documents are usually shorter which makes it easier for users to recap the document content. 
Retrieval performance deviation
Comparison of the retrieved results is useful for understanding the degree of compatibility between queries from the perspective of search systems. Accordingly, we compare the distribution of retrieval scores between DocTrack and MemRecap queries. Specifically, the two-tailed student's ttest, which has the advantage of being suitable for small datasets and being sensitive if the data meets the requirements of the test, determines if two datasets differ significantly based on the null hypothesis. Based on this test, we conclude that two distributions are not significantly different from each other if the resulting p-value of the two empirical samples is greater than a certain threshold. Table 2 8 reports the average p-values over 5 users between QDT and QMR respectively for both Facebook and Twitter collections. From Table 2 , the two types of queries consistently agree with each other, except for the Prox model. The significant difference (p-value < 0.05) for the Prox model suggests that users tend to memorize consecutive words from target documents in order to generate queries in DocTrack games. However, in the MemRecap game, users do not exhibit the same tendency as they were given sufficient time to go through the content of the documents in detail. For the other retrieval models, QDT and QMR are similar to each other.
ANALYSIS ON FIELD INFORMATION
Another focus of this paper is to analyze the field distribution of query words and how this distribution can potentially affect retrieval performance. In this section, we describe the distributions for the manual-specified fields as well as the estimated fields based on the retrieval model FDMmix. Note that we collect manual-specified field information only based on the DocTrack game, and therefore we focus on the QDT queries here.
Statistics of Field Information
Though not required, users are recommended to specify fields for query words in DocTrack game. In Table 3 , we show the total number of words and the percentage of words that are specified with fields. We can see that users are generally willing to specify fields when formulating queries Figure 7 : MRR of QLM and FSM using humanspecified/predicted field information on Facebook (more than 85%), which makes the following analysis more reliable. Moreover, for the set of query words manually specified with fields, we are interested in how the field information is distributed. From Figure 6 9 , it can be observed that most query words are associated with the "msg"/"text" (46% in Facebook and 65% in Twitter) or "uname" (32% in Facebook and 11% Twitter) fields. Words specified with "cmtmsg" (15%) or "re-text" (15%) also share a fair portion of all the fields, while the rest of fields are seldom addressed. The fields involving time information are never specified.
Field importance for retrieval
A straightforward approach to understanding the importance of fields for retrieval is to search using each of the fields individually. As a baseline for comparison, we first retrieve documents using QDT based on QLM where fields do not get involved. Then for each field Fj, we search with a FSM model where words specified with Fj are restricted to that field while others remain the same as in QLM. For example, "Jessica basketball.message game.message" would be the query we issue if we were to inspect the performance impact of field "message". the MRR results of search using the Fj-field-specific FSM model as well as the QLM model 10 . We also explore the impact of fields when the manualspecified field information is no longer available. In this case, for each query term qi, as an approximation, we adopt the top-weighted field Ftop1 = arg maxw j Fj as the field which qi belongs to. Specifically, we use the FDMmix model to estimate field weights and select Ftop1 for each qi. Similarly, we conduct search based on field-specific FSM model for each Fj, and the retrieval performance can be found in Figure 7(b) and Figure 8(b) . From these figures, we summarize several findings:
• Comparing manual-specified and predicted fields, the retrieval performance using predicted information is worse. This indicates that using only a single field suffers from incorrect prediction and inevitably decreases performance.
• The agreement rates between manual-specified and predicted fields are 64% and 70% for Facebook and Twitter collections.
• For facebook data, "uname" is more helpful than other fields both with ( Fig. 7(a) ) or without ( Fig. 7(b) ) manual specifications. This supports the intuition that named entities such as person names show strong correlation with better performance, and that an interface design that emphasizes specifying person names in the query could potentially help retrieve relevant documents. The specification of "msg" field, contrary to our expectation, is no better than simple QLM. This may be because that the words in message fields are more common and can be found in several fields, and therefore restricting to the message field does not provide further information. • For Twitter data, similar trends, such as better effectiveness from "uname" can be found. In particular, the restriction to "text" results in a large drop of performance compared to QLM. This could be the result of frequent retweets in the Twitter corpus. For the case of retweets, QLM considers a query term qi twice in "text" and "re-text"while FSM counts just once for either of the 2 fields.
Finally, let us recall the FDMFprior model in Section 4. In this paper, we normalize the retrieval performance across the fields to estimate the function P rior(Fj). Specifically, we take 20% of queries from each user for P rior(Fj) estimation.
Field distribution of query terms
In addition to associating qi with only a single field as in Section 6.2, we now focus on understanding the field distribution for each query term. First we introduce the notations: vector V man i = (v1, v2, . . . , vm) describes the manualspecified field distribution for a query term qi. For example, (1, 0, . . . , 0) can be used to describe qi is manually specified "uname" in Facebook. If qi is not manually specified with a field, V man i is then uniformly distributed. Vector V top1 i on the other hand represents the estimated field distribution for qi, and is always composed of a series of "0" or "1" as only the top-weighted field is considered. Finally, the vector V This finding shows that modeling qi using a field distribution is reasonable. Also, in the following section, we show the retrieval performance based on field distributions can be very effective and even better than manual specifications.
RETRIEVAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we compare the retrieval effectiveness of the various models described previously. Firstly, we describe the experimental setup. Then, we detail the retrieval performance of the models for the Facebook and Twitter collections.
Experimental Setup
The test collections used for evaluation include 10 personal social media collections, with 5 gathered from Facebook and the other 5 from Twitter. For each personal collection, the query set is composed of two types of queries, QDT and QMR, which are collected based on DocTrack and MemRecap respectively. To ensure the quality of queries, we keep queries that have their target documents ranked in the top 50 by the DocTrack game as suggested in Kim et al, which may cause different numbers of queries for each user. Table 1 details the statistics of the collections. Moreover, we use the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) for effectiveness measurement as we focus on the task of known-item search. There is only one relevant document for each query, and the relevance judgments are the same for the QDT and QMR queries.
We index the personal collections using the Indri toolkit 11 , where documents are stemmed with the Krovetz stemmer and no stopwords are eliminated. We show the effectiveness across various retrieval models discussed in Section 4, including QLM, FSM, FDM with different estimators, and finally the mixture of the language models. Specifically, we cross-validated and fixed the smoothing parameters for each retrieval model.
Performance on Facebook Collections
In the following, we summarize several observations from Table 4 and Table 5 . Table 4 12 shows the retrieval performance for QDT on the Facebook collections. (1.) We see that the simple QLM model (the baseline model) can be very effective with an average MRR of 0.7519. FSM, though with extra field information, is merely comparable to QLM as field specification can sometimes be too restrictive. The Proximity model alone is not as effective, indicating that query words can sometimes be scattered in the documents. (2.) For the FDM models, including PRMS, FDMPRMS, FDM AllF , FDMFsize, and FDMFprior, have similar results and are close to the performance of QLM. We further take a uniform mixture of FDM models to form FDMmix, whose performance is the second best of all FDM models. Though FDMmix is not the top-performing FDM model, the effect of combining different FDM estimations can be complementary, and reduces the risk of being biased to current collections.
From Table 4 , (3.) we see that combining different language models including MixLM2 and MixLM3 can significantly improve retrieval effectiveness, with MixLM3 outperforming MixLM2. This shows that combining evidence from the document, the fields, and the words location is beneficial to retrieval. (4.) The use of manual-specified fields can be more precise than field distribution estimated by FDMmix for the combined models, and thus QLM+FSM and QLM+FSM+Prox are consistently better than QLM+FDMmix and QLM+FDMmix+Prox. For the other test query set QMR, we report the MRR in Table 5 for each retrieval model except for the ones associated with manual-specified fields (e.g., FSM, QLM+FSM and QLM+FSM+Prox). From Table 5 , (5.) similar trends such as that the basic QLM sets a high baseline and MixLM3 outperforms all other approaches can be observed. There are, however, differences compared to QDT . (6.) The Prox model works significantly worse for QMR, which we believe is because users have more time on reading in MemRecap and formulate queries based on the entire document. In this case, the query words of QMR can be more scattered than QDT , causing poor effectiveness for the Prox model alone.
Finally, (7.) comparing performance across QDT and QMR, we can see that queries collected based on MemRecap tend to be more effective despite the fact that words in QDT are exactly matched with the target documents. Several reasons have been discovered for this. Users have more time to understand document contents in MemRecap. Also, with a search-based mechanism, users tend to downsize the query length in the DocTrack game if they have incorrectly memorized document content and couldn't locate the target document. It seems more natural for users to formulate queries using stemmed (root) vocabularies, as can be observed in MemRecap queries. Considering the exact match approach in DocTrack, non-stemmed vocabularies such as past tense verbs could cause word mismatch between queries and documents.
Performance on Twitter Collections
We also show the retrieval performance of QDT and QMR for Twitter personal collections, respectively in Table 6 and  Table 7 . The overall trend of performance is consistent with the results of Facebook collections. The QLM model sets a high baseline for finding the target documents. The individual FDM models do not outperform the QLM model; however, together MixLM2 and MixLM3 can significantly improve the baseline performance. The Prox model alone works poorly for MemRecap queries as previously.
Comparing performance across the Facebook and Twitter collections, we can see that the effectiveness of retrieving Twitter documents is on average higher than that of Facebook collections. In this case, the shorter length of Twitter documents makes it easier for retrieval models to identify the target documents as there is less information contained in the tweets. For the same reason, we find it is challenging to improve baseline performance using the mixture of language models. The limitation comes from the fact that exploiting field structures as well as proximity information can still be similar to just using the plain text of document, as the document can be too short to contain extra text information.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the viewpoint that social media archives can serve as a new type of personal documents in the desktop environment. It is clear that providing search tools can be important; however, the lack of publicly available test collections makes evaluation difficult. To address this, we describe how text collections for personal social data can be created. In particular, we use human computation games, Doctrack and MemRecap, to collect knownitem queries from real users. We also explore a range of retrieval models that exploit the semi-structured nature of social data.
Our results have several interesting aspects. The retrieval experiments show that a mixture of language models MixLM3 with field distribution estimation can be effective for this type of data. Also, we see that certain fields, such as poster name, can be particularly important for retrieval. This provides a hint for future search applications that letting users specify names can potentially enhance retrieval performance.
This work has focused on evaluating search using a single collection from either Facebook or Twitter. In future work, it would be important to deal with multiple types of social media documents simultaneously, which can involve the task of type prediction as in the desktop environment. In addition, the nested XML structures could potentially contain information that could improve retrieval, but is currently not being considered in this paper. Finally, we are implementing a personal search application on desktop and mobile platforms. With this search tool, not only can we satisfy the user needs of retrieving known items, but real queries can be acquired for further research. 
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